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A BST R A C T  
 
Baker is an independently financed low budget film that examines the ambiguous nature 
of compassion in the day-to-day life of hospice care personnel. The creation of the film 
entailed three stages: pre-production, production and post-production in which numerous 
artistic, financial and logistic challenges arose and threatened the completion of the 
picture. The complex nature of the subject matter required particular attention to the 
structure of the script. The budgetary restrictions enforced a minimalist approach to 
locations as well as other creative considerations such as the size of the cast and period 
setting. The shooting location dictated the framework of the aesthetic approach in design 
as well as in mise-en-scene for the film. The post-production phase redefined the film 
once the structure became dependant on the relationship between footage and aural 
elements rather than on the blueprint of the script. This artistic journey imposed a need 
for creative problem solving and adaptability.  The process of working on Baker allowed 
me to have a full understanding of my role in the collaboration with talent, the 
management of crew and my creative duty to maintain the essence of the script while 
realizing my artistic vision. The overall experience has deepened my commitment to 
storytelling in the collaborative art of cinema. The result is a highly personal expression 
of my voice as a director, a female, and social critic. 
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C H APT E R O N E : IN T R O DU C T I O N 
My Thesis film, “Baker”, is an independently financed low budget film that examines the 
ambiguous nature of compassion in the day-to-day life of hospice care personnel. The 
creation of the film entailed three stages: pre-production, production and post-production 
in which numerous artistic, financial and logistic challenges arose and threatened the 
completion of the picture. The complex nature of the subject matter required particular 
attention to the structure of the script. The budgetary restrictions enforced a minimalist 
approach to locations as well as other creative considerations such as the size of the cast 
and period setting. The shooting location dictated the framework of the aesthetic 
approach in design as well as in mise-en-scene for the film. The post-production phase 
redefined the film once the structure became dependant on the relationship between 
footage and aural elements rather than on the blueprint of the script. 
 
I originally wanted to write a border story that exposed the dangers that women go 
through in an effort to reunite with their illegal alien spouses in the United States. After 
many failed attempts in trying to flesh out the story, I decided to un-dust an old script that 
I began writing as an undergraduate student.  
 
I knew that to fit the criteria of the graduate program, I had to tailor the story to fit a 
small budget. My first challenge was to maintain the same themes and moral questions of 
my earlier draft but trying to minimize the amount of characters and locations to keep the 
production in the low budget range.  
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As a woman, I also had the personal agenda to create a strong middle age female 
character. My nurse Baker would be a complex professional tormented by her desire to 
be good. This canvas would allow an actor to create nuances and develop a character with 
no absolutes. I feel there are very few roles for middle age actresses that venture beyond 
the stereotypical supportive roles of mother, judge or attorney. The creation of such role 
gave me the opportunity to attract talent and to collaborate with someone who could 
portray the complexity of an angel of death.  
 
After taking a couple of trips to local nursing homes, I realized that American facilities 
were very different than the nursing homes I had seen growing up as a child in Ecuador. 
Modern American nursing homes attempt to create a personalized experience in which 
residents are able to soften the institutionalized environment by decorating their rooms, 
and enjoy care with a “home away from home” approach. The script reflected a different 
time in the US health care industry portraying an understaffed facility with a strong 
institutional look where the forgotten elderly could only bring very few personal items 
and lived trapped in the bare walls. This reality of an American past is still very much the 
present condition in my country.  
 
I remember the first impression I had when I went to visit an old relative with my father 
in a small state nursing home in Ecuador. I was about ten years old. The paint was 
chipping off the walls and there was a putrid scent mixed with the moisture in the air. The 
loud sound of fluorescent lights flickered above us while a pair of small eyes tried to veer 
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beyond the saggy folds of worn skin.  This image is so vivid in my mind. I had never 
seen people this old. I had mixed feelings of sadness and fear. 
 
My producer, Erica Harrell, was supportive of the idea of the story becoming a period 
piece. Because of the institutional way in which I envisioned the home we felt an 
appropriate time frame could be set somewhere between the 1950’s and the 1970’s. The 
themes of the film also helped us narrow the time period since we were aware of the 
central driving story force of good intentions gone wrong the resonance it had with the 
Vietnam era.  
 
The film begins as a drama following the story of a young nurse and as she is presented 
with the moral dilemmas unfolded by her superior. As the heroine spirals down the rabbit 
hole the structure of the scripts begins to take on genre elements of film noir and thrillers. 
There was a perceived risk in shifting tones in the middle of the film but I felt strongly 
about maintaining this unique aspect of our story structure since it was motivated by our 
characters. To further smooth this transformation I worked with my Director of 
Photography, Sandra Valde-Hansen, to develop a progressive lightning design that would 
gradually shift the visual mood and framing of the film. However this plan had to quickly 
adapt to the physical realities of our location and the resources we had during production.  
 
We chose to shoot the film on a High Definition camera using 35mm film lenses. There 
were two goals involved with this technical choice. First, we wanted to use older lenses 
from the 1970’s enabling us to capture images through a worn UV coating. This would 
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permit a higher amount of light to bleed onto the image and result in a vintage-like 
quality of light and color. I had heard that this technique was used in Maria Antoinette 
(Coppola, 2006) while shooting on film stock, however, I had not found any accounts of 
this working on a digital camera. Secondly, we also felt that there was a danger in 
shooting older actors with digital prime lenses. The images are so rich in details on High 
Definition that there is a risk of elements such as wrinkles becoming hyper-real and 
distracting to the viewer. By shooting with these film lenses, we are able to manipulate 
the image to an extent where high definition mimics the look of film, which is more 
forgiving of skin imperfections.  The  camera’s  physical  set  up was much  larger  than  I 
expected it to be. This made our shooting more difficult since we were confined to a 
location that had very small rooms and narrow hallways.  
 
The edifice where we shot had previously served as a nurse’s quarters and was built  in 
the 1940’s.  I  saw  its  brick  institutional  look  and  the  isolation of  the  area where  it was 
located as strong assets to our production. Up until that point, it was managed by the 
Florida Department of Juvenile Justice and used primarily as a storage facility. I heard 
about this hidden treasure due to its infamy as one of the most haunted places in Florida. 
Once we secured all the permitting from the state, my production designer, Rachael 
Boarman worked with a rotating crew of volunteers to transform the premises from its 
dilapidated condition into a believable 1970’s nursing home. The time setting helped our 
budget by justifying a minimalist approach. Rooms were decorated with thrift store finds 
and furnished by the beds and tables that a former retirement colony in renovation was 
willing to loan. The end transformation was a miraculous proof of willpower.  
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The building became another character in the story, but the string that tied all of the 
elements together was our cast. We were incredibly lucky to have seasoned Broadway 
actor Tovah Feldshuh sign on as Nurse Baker. Through the diligent work of casting 
director Erica Silverman we found Aleksa Palladdino, a charismatic performer with 
incredible talent. We tried casting the elderly roles locally but this proved to be harder 
than expected. In the end the majority of our cast came from the west coast. This would 
create one of the biggest challenges of our film, scheduling the production in a way 
where we could shoot out talent. This would save on actor’s rates, accommodations and 
daily expenses that additional days would incur. This meant we could not shoot out 
locations and had to continuously move our gear and crew all around the building, taking 
a toll on our physical strength and time to shoot.  
 
As a director I had luxuries and hardships. I was working with professional actors that 
were not only incredibly talented and cooperative, but very invested in the story that I 
was trying to tell. Working with them was one of the most rewarding artistic experiences 
I have had in my life. I was challenged creatively and was able to push myself into a new 
level because of my creative association with them. My department heads were 
professionals who understood the value of resourcefulness and were able to give our film 
the look and technical elements that shatter the conventions of low budget film. The heart 
of our crew was made up of students and volunteers whose lack of experience was made 
up by their enthusiasm and willingness to learn. My hardships came from shooting in 
Florida during the summer. The building did not have electricity and the heat of the day 
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turned our set into a sauna. Like clockwork, the consistent afternoon rains and lightning 
interrupted everyday of our filming. We would lose precious hours until it was safe to re-
ignite the generator that powered our equipment. This severe lack of time forced me to 
shoot fast, eliminate unnecessary camera set-ups, and to know the bare essentials of what 
I needed to be able to tell a complete story.  
 
Once our production wrapped my editor, Taylor Marr, began cutting the film. His first 
assembly maintained a close proximity with the blueprint of the script, but slowly 
evolved as we began to redefine the story. Many elements that had to be cut in order to 
strengthen performances and to create a strong narrative flow.  Jump cuts had to be used 
to bridge moments that lacked coverage. The story became focused on our heroine and 
her character arc. Pacing was established to bridge our mixed genre structure. We 
departed from the script to let the strengths of our footage tell the best story we could 
create from it. 
 
The complete experience of making this film imposed on me a need for creative problem 
solving and adaptability.  The process of working on Baker allowed me to have a full 
understanding of my role in the collaboration with talent, the management of crew and 
my creative duty to maintain the essence of the script while realizing my artistic vision. 
The overall experience has deepened my commitment to storytelling in the collaborative 
art of cinema. The result is a highly personal expression of my voice as a director, a 
female, and social critic. 
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C H APT E R T W O : T H E PI C T UR E 
 
F igure 1 Maggie Collins (Actress A leksa Palladino), left, and Ruth Baker (Tovah 
Feldshuh) share a moment at the file room. 
 
 
F igure 2 Ruth Baker (Tovah Feldshuh), r ight, nurses Maggie Collins at the 
infirmary. 
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F igure 3 Nurse Maggie Collins (A leksa Palladino) walks up to a patient’s door at the 
Moss Oak Manor nursing home. 
 
 
F igure 4 Nurse Maggie Collins (A leksa Palladino) wakes up early in the morning. 
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F igure 5 C .N .A . Anne Boarman (Amy Benedict), left, brings lunch to restrained 
patient M r . Stevens (James Mathers). 
 
 
F igure 6 Maggie Collins (A leksa Palladino) listens to the Moss Oak staff at the 
commons dinning room. 
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C H APT E R T H R E E : R ESE A R C H M A T E RI A LS 
Screenplay:  
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Marketing Plan: 
Baker will be entered into the film festival circuit taking into consideration the genre of 
the film, the time of completion of the project, the sale opportunities of each individual 
festival, the type of filmmaker that each festival caters to and the budget of the 
production. In an attempt to recognize the different scenarios in which the film could play 
at such events, we have created a tier system starting with the most prestigious festivals, 
many of which have market opportunities and an established name that grants selected 
films a critical and financial added value. This dream scenario is followed by a group of 
up-and-coming regional festivals that have a competitive edge and that can offer the film 
sale opportunities and a decent amount of industry exposure. Lastly we have included a 
tear of smaller regional festivals where the film could find a platform audience and a 
relatively successful media exposure.  
Our plan is to submit the film to a cycle of first tier festivals according to their 
submission calendar beginning with Toronto. Once we finish this cycle, we then will 
submit to the subsequent tier festivals following the calendar submissions dates in the 
remaining cycle order.  
We have used websites such as Withoutabox and Indiewire to profile most of festival we 
have included.  
We plan to enlist  the help of a producer’s rep once we gauge our festival potential and 
understand our possible sale opportunities.  
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Top Tier Festivals 
1. Toronto International Film Festival 
Location: Toronto, Canada 
Dates: Sept 4th-13th 
Year founded: 1976 
Festival Deadlines: June 10th 
Entry fee: $75 
Submission requirements: World premiere 
Categories: Competition, Market, Showcase 
About the Festival: Notifies in August.  
 
TIFF, known originally as "The Festival of Festivals", was founded in 1976 at the 
Windsor Arms Hotel. It began as a collection of the best films from festivals around the 
world. All genres are acceptable, and films may be fiction or documentary either 
narrative or non-narrative. Films are selected on the basis of quality and originality. 
Preference will be given to premieres.  
2. Telluride Film Festival  
Location: Telluride, Colorado 
Dates: August 31st – Sept 1st  
Year founded: 1977 
Festival Deadlines: April 15 to July 15 
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Entry fee: $95 
Submission requirements: North American Premiere  
Categories: Competition, Showcase 
About the Festival: Notifies August 1st 
 
The program is a mix of forgotten gems and films making their North American, and in 
some cases World, premiers. Each year, tributes are paid to directors and actors who have 
fundamentally changed the world of film. 
There are no prizes or awards given, unlike other film festivals. Being included in the 
program is an honor only 30 or so films get to earn each year. The primary focus is on 
independent film. 
 
3. Sundance Film Festival  
Location: Park City, Utah 
Dates: January 17th-27th 
Year founded: 1978 
Festival Deadlines: Early August 10th, Normal Sept 11, Late Sept 28th 
Entry fee: $35, $50, $75 
Submission requirements: World Premiere 
Categories: Competition 
About the Festival: Emerging talent, Distributor presence, varied Aesthetic. 
It is the largest independent cinema festival in the U.S. Held in January, the festival is the 
premier showcase for new work from American and international independent 
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filmmakers. The film takes its name from the involvement of producer Robert Redford 
from his character Sundance from “Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid”. 
 
4. Berlin International Film Festival  
Location: Berlin, Germany 
Dates: Feb 7th-17th  
Year founded: 1951 
Festival Deadlines: Nov 1st  
Entry fee: $160 
Submission requirements: World Premiere 
Categories: Competition, Market 
About the Festival: Emerging talent, Distributor presence, varied Aesthetic. 
The jury places special emphasis on representing films from all over the world. The 
awards are called the Golden and Silver Bears (the Bear is the symbol of Berlin). 
 
5. South by Southwest Film Conference and Festival  
Location: Austin, TX 
Dates: March 21st-April 1st  
Year founded: 1971 
Festival Deadlines: Nov 16th , Dec 7th  
Entry fee: $45 
Submission requirements: SXSW Film does not accept trailers or works in progress. 
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Categories: Showcase, competition 
About the Festival: Notifies Feb 16th. 
 
SXSW has gained accolades for the quality of programming, which focuses on both 
emerging talent and cinematic greats. 
 
6. Tribeca Film Festival  
Location: New York 
Dates: April 23rd- May 4th  
Year founded: 2002 
Festival Deadlines: Dec 14th reg, Jan 11, wop 
Entry fee: $65, $95 
Submission requirements: US Premiere (for discovery, must be world premiere) 
Categories: Competition, Showcase 
About the Festival: New York, emerging talent, family. 
 
The Tribeca Film Festival was founded in 2002 by Robert De Niro, Jane Rosenthal and 
Craig Hatkoff as a response to the attacks on the World Trade Center. Conceived to foster 
the economic and cultural revitalization of Lower Manhattan through an annual 
celebration of film, music and culture, the Festival’s mission  is  to  promote New York 
City as a major filmmaking center and allow its filmmakers to reach the broadest possible 
audience. 
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7. New Directors New Films  
Location: New York 
Dates: March 21st-April 1st  
Year founded: 1971 
Categories: Showcase 
About the Festival: A non-competitive festival featuring the work of emerging 
filmmakers. 
 
8. Cannes International Film  
Location: Cannes, Frances 
Dates: May 17th-28th 
Year founded: 1939 
Festival Deadlines: March 15th 
Entry fee: $25 euros 
Submission requirements: DVD copy 
Categories: Competition (audience?), Market, showcase 
About the Festival: If accepted must provide film print or HD copy. 
 
The festival has become an important showcase for European films 
It began in 1930s, when shocked by the interference of the fascist governments of 
Germany and Italy in the selection of films for the Mostra de Venise, Jean Zay, the 
French Minister of National Education, decided to create an international 
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cinematographic festival in France. In addition to the Festival, the market offers non-
competition films an opportunity to be seen by international distributors.  
 
Second Tier Festivals 
1. Los Angeles International Film  Festival  
Location: Los Angeles 
Dates: June 21st-July 1st 
Year founded: 1995 
Festival Deadlines: Jan 12th, March 1st 
Entry fee: $60, $70 
Submission requirements: L.A. Premiere 
Categories: Competition 
About the Festival: Indie Films in Southern California, qualifies for Indie Spirit Awards.  
2. Cine Vegas Film Festival  
Location: Las Vegas, NV 
Dates: June 21st-July 1st 
Year founded: 1998 
Festival Deadlines: March 15, 2007 
Entry fee: $40 
Submission requirements: Project must not have distribution 
Categories: Competition 
About the Festival:  
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CineVegas has established itself as one of the hottest and fastest growing film festivals in 
the world, with recent profiles in the New York Times and TIME Magazine and a 
mention as one of the top 5 small fests to visit by Canada's Globe and Mail newspaper.  
 
3. Locarno  
Location: Locarno, Switzerland 
Dates: August 1st-11th   
Year founded: 1946 
Festival Deadlines: June 1st  
Entry fee:  
Submission requirements: Films with French subtitles 
Categories: Showcase, Competition  
About the Festival:  
 
The festival was founded in 1946, and is held every August. One feature of the festival is 
the open-air screening space on Locarno's Piazza Grande (central square), with room for 
8,000 spectators. The top prize in the festival is the "Golden Leopard" or the "Pardo 
d'oro," awarded to the best film. 
 
4. Indie Spirit Awards  
Location: Santa Monica, CA 
Dates: August 1st-11th   
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Year founded: 1985 
Festival Deadlines: Sept 17th - Oct 9th   
Entry fee: $350-$425 
Submission requirements: 
Been shown at least one week in a commercial theater between January  and December 
31, 2007; OR 
Been shown in 2007 at one of the following six film festivals: the Los Angeles Film 
Festival, New Directors/New Films, New York, Sundance, Telluride, or Toronto. 
Having at least one U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident credited in  two or more of the 
following categories of responsibility: writer, director, producer;  
The film is set in the United States and fully financed by a company whose principal 
office is in the U.S. 
Categories: Competition  
About the Festival:  
 
Film Independent's Spirit Awards has grown into a vanguard event. Held as a luncheon 
on the beach in Santa Monica, the Awards ceremony brings together the entire film 
community to celebrate the best of independent film. 
 
5. A.F.I. Film Festival  
Location: Los Angeles 
Dates: Nov 1st – 11th  
Year founded: 1995 
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Festival Deadlines: June 8th, July 16th  
Entry fee: $50-$80 
Submission requirements: US premiere, not played in L.A. before 
Categories: Competition 
About the Festival: Notifies Oct 6th. 
 
AFI FEST emerged in 1987 when the American Film Institute adopted FILMEX. 
Founded in 1971, FILMEX dramatically expanded the audience for alternative film 
events in Los Angeles and was, in the mid-1970s, the largest film event in  
the world. 
 
6. San Sebastian  
Location: San Sebastian, Spain 
Dates: Sept 20th – 20th   
Year founded: 1953 
Festival Deadlines:  
Entry fee:  
Submission requirements: Premiere film festival 
Categories: Showcase, competition 
About the Festival: Producers cannot pull film from program. 90,000 euros best new 
director award 
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Although the festival was originally intended to honor Spanish language films, films of 
other languages became eligible for consideration in the late 1950s. The majority of 
awards are determined by a jury, but an audience award is also given for the most popular 
film. The main awards are the Golden Shell and Silver Shell. 
 
7. Pusan International Film Festival  
Location: Busan, Korea 
Dates: Oct 4th- 12th    
Year founded: 1995 
Festival Deadlines: July 31st  
Entry fee: None 
Submission requirements: Korean premiere 
Categories: Showcase, Competition, Asian Market 
About the Festival: Has world cinema category. 
 
The focus of the PIFF is introducing new films and first-time directors, especially those 
from Third World countries. Another notable feature is the appeal of the festival to young 
people, both in terms of the large youthful audience it attracts and through its efforts to 
develop and promote young talent. In 1999, the Pusan Promotion Plan was established to 
connect new directors to funding sources. 
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8. Chicago International Film Festival  
Location: Chicago 
Dates: Oct 4th- 17th    
Year founded: 1965 
Festival Deadlines: July 27th  
Entry fee: 
Submission requirements: No works in progress. Productions produced in 2006 and 2007 
are eligible, but entries previously submitted to the Chicago International Film Festival 
are not. All entries must be either in English or contain English subtitles. Non-English 
entries submitted without subtitles or with supplementary printed translations will be 
automatically disqualified. 
Categories: Showcase, Competition. 
About the Festival: Has world cinema category. 
 
The Chicago International Film Festival is an annual film festival that is presented by 
Cinema/Chicago. First held in 1965, it is one of North America's oldest film events. 
Roger Ebert is one of the juries, still gives reviews based on screenings at CIFF. 
9. Slamdance  
Location: Park City, Utah 
Dates: January 17-25 
Year founded: 1971 
Festival Deadlines: Oct 9th   
Entry fee: $40-$60 
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Submission requirements:  
Categories: Showcase, competition 
About the Festival:  
 
Known as a festival "by filmmakers for filmmakers," Slamdance was launched to 
showcase undistributed films by emerging filmmakers, it competes with Sundance to 
provide what its supporters consider a truer representation of independent film-making. It 
champions beginning directors with no or limited budgets. 
 
10. Rotterdam  
Location: Netherlands 
Dates: 23 January - 3 February 
Year founded: 1971 
Festival Deadlines: Nov 1st  
Entry fee: $40-$60 
Submission requirements:  
Categories: Showcase, competition 
About the Festival: Notifies Jan 15th . 
 
Devoted to offering a platform to and actively supporting independent filmmaking from 
around the globe, The International Film Festival Rotterdam is the essential hub for 
discovering film talent and for catching the early buzz on many world and international 
premieres. CineMart, an event attached to the festival, was the first platform of its kind to 
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offer filmmakers the opportunity to launch their ideas to the international film industry 
and to find the right connections to get their projects financed. Launching 40 - 45 new 
projects that are looking for additional financing, CineMart also signals an important start 
to the 'film year'. 
 
Third Tier Festivals  
 
1. Florida Film Festival  
Location: Orlando, FL  
Dates: March 28, 2008 to April 06 
Year founded: 1990 
Festival Deadlines: Oct 26th – Nov 30th   
Entry fee: $40-$60 
Submission requirements:  
Categories: Showcase, competition 
About the Festival: Notifies Feb 22nd  
 
Produced by Enzian, The Florida Film festival is considered on of the "Big 15" in the 
United States, as a win here qualifies a film for for Academy Award consideration. 
 
2. Edinburgh  
Location: Edinburgh, England  
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Dates: June 18, 2008 to June 29 
Year founded: 1945 
Festival Deadlines: Jan 11th – Feb 1st    
Entry fee: $75 
Submission requirements: UK premiere 
Categories: Showcase, competition 
About the Festival: Notifies May 31st    
The longest continually running film festival in the world, it has come a long way from 
its beginnings as a documentary-based festival established in the wake of World War II. 
Its spirit was and is bold and its focus international: in the early years, it premiered such 
timeless classics as Robert Flaherty's Louisiana Story, Roberto Rossellini's Germany 
Year Zero and Kenji Mizoguchi's Ugetsu Monogatari. 
 
 
3. Sarasota Film Festival  
Location: Sarasota, FL  
Dates: April 04, 2008 to April 13 
Year founded: 1997 
Festival Deadlines: Jan 11th – Feb 1st    
Entry fee: $40-$60 
Submission requirements:  
Categories: Showcase, competition 
About the Festival: Notifies March 14th   
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SFF’s mission “to present unique and high-quality cinema in a festival atmosphere for the 
purpose  of  educating,  stimulating  and  entertaining  audiences”  remains  its  guide  as  it 
selects and organizes in-festival and year-round activities. 
 
4. A.F.I. Dallas Film Festival  
Location: Dallas, TX 
Dates: March 27, 2008 to April 06, 2008 
Year founded: 2007 
Festival Deadlines: Dec 1. 
Entry fee: $60 
Submission requirements: Premiere status is taken into consideration for every 
submission with priority given to Dallas Premieres, Southwest Premieres, US Premieres, 
North American Premieres, and World Premieres. 
Films must not have had major theatrical release or US broadcast airing prior to the 
festival. 
Categories: Competition 
About the Festival: Notifies Feb. 
 
AFI FEST emerged in 1987 when the American Film Institute adopted FILMEX. 
Founded in 1971, FILMEX dramatically expanded the audience for alternative film 
events in Los Angeles and was, in the mid-1970s, the largest film event in  
the world. 
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5. Miami International Film Festival  
Location: Miami, FL 
Dates: February 28, 2008 to March 09, 2008 
Year founded: 2007 
Festival Deadlines: August 31 
Entry fee: $30 
Submission requirements: The film may have screened at up to two festivals (1 U.S. and 
1 international). The film may not have been publicly broadcast or exhibited 
commercially in the U.S prior to the Festival. 
Categories: Competition 
About the Festival: Notifies Feb. 
 
The Miami International Film Festival (MIFF) is the gateway for International and Ibero-
American film. Celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2008, MIFF plays a leading role in 
maintaining  and  further  enriching  film  culture  in  South  Florida.  Miami’s  unique 
geographical and cultural position has made MIFF a premiere venue for showcasing film 
and fostering film business throughout the year. Cash awards are given in four 
competition categories: World Features, Ibero-American Features, World & Ibero-
American Documentaries, and Short Films. Knight Grand Jury prizes of $25,000 are 
awarded in dramatic and documentary competitions.  
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6. Ann Arbor Film Festival  
Location: Ann Arbor MI 
Dates: March 25 to March 30. 
Year founded: 1962 
Festival Deadlines: October 1 
Entry fee: $30 
Submission requirements: May have screened elsewhere, and may have distribution. 
Categories: Competition 
About the Festival: Notifies Feb. 
 
Founded by George Manupelli in 1963, the Festival is now in its 45th year of catering to 
the works of independent artists from around the world. Today, we attract over 2,000 
entries which allow us to continue our pledge to reward filmmakers for their expression 
of creativity, and independence. Created as an alternative to commercial cinema and 
mainstream film festivals, our annual week-long festival remains true to the festival's 
original goal of promoting film as art and honoring the artists who make it all possible. 
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APPE NDI X A : BUD G E T 
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APPE NDI X B: PR O DU C T I O N SC H E DU L E A ND D A Y O U T O F 
D A YS 
 
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
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DAY OUT OF DAYS 
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APPE NDI X C : C H A IN O F T I T L E 
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APPE NDI X D: M USI C SY N C H R O NI Z A T I O N L I C E NSES     
 172 
The producers of the picture are unable to provide Music synchronization licenses at this 
time. Such documentation is currently being filled out and will be executed after the 
submission of this thesis. 
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APPE NDI X E : C R E DI T L IST
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Credits as they will appear on the finished film:  
 
DIRECTED BY 
LAURA C. LOPEZ 
 
WRITTEN BY 
LAURA C. LOPEZ 
 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
ERICA HARRELL 
 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
GABRIEL LOPEZ 
 
PRODUCED BY 
ERICA HARRELL 
LAURA C. LOPEZ 
 
 
STARRING  
 
TOVAH FELDSHUH……..NURSE BAKER 
 
ALEKSA PALLADINO……...NURSE MAGGIE COLLINS 
 
DAVID MONAHAN……. DR. ED GREY 
 
EDWARD FLORES……GEORGE MORALES 
 
AMY BENEDICT…… ANNE BOARMAN, CAN 
 
SARA ERIKSON…….PAULA SULLIVAN 
 
LOUIS WEINSTEIN…. TEDDY 
 
JAMES MATHERS…… MR. STEVENS 
 
FRED OCHS….. DR. ROBERT GREY 
 
ROBERT MUNNS…… CHARLIE 
 
NORMA MICHAELS……. RACHEL 
 
ED DONOVAN…..MR. SALOMAN 
 
BOBBIE MESTON…..MS. HILL 
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JACK GRINNAGE……MR. ROY SHELBY 
 
CLEMENT BLAKE….. MR. ROLLINS 
 
BEATRIX THOMAS….. MARTHA 
 
KEVIN AKERS…… PRIVATE 
 
MARK STELLJES…..WAITER 
 
 
CASTING BY 
ERICA SILVERMAN 
 
PRODUCER      
NATALIE SAKAI 
 
LINE PRODUCER 
BRYCE HUDSON 
 
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER  
SHARON WEAVER 
 
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER        
RACHEL HARGREAVES-HEALD 
 
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
SANDRA VALDE-HANSON 
 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER 
RACHAEL BOARMAN 
 
EDITED BY 
TAYLOR MARR 
 
ORIGINAL MUSIC BY 
RUSSELL HOLSAPPLE 
 
SUPERVISING SOUND EFFECTS EDITOR 
TANA RUSITANONTA 
 
COSTUME DESIGNER 
AMANDA PILLING 
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1ST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR     
JAMES HOLDEN 
 
 
1ST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR  
TREVOR ROGAS  
 
 2ND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR      
BRANDON HUGHES 
 
2ND 2ND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR  
JAVIER SEPULVEDA 
 
LINE PRODUCER        
BRYCE HUDSON 
 
ART DIRECTOR 
MARISA GREGORY 
 
LEADPERSON 
JAN BOARMAN 
 
ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
SARAH LONG 
 
ART DEPARTMENT ASSISTANTS 
DEREK ANALKENBURG 
MARCELO PESANTEZ 
MIKE DIAZ 
SEBASTIAN PESANTEZ 
ART DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT 
JOHN JONES 
 
ART DEPARTMENT PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
CRISTINA ALLICA 
 
PROP PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
XIARA RODRIGUEZ 
FRANKY WEAVER 
MIKE "VEGA" MARTIN 
 
GRAPHIC CONCEPT BY 
TONY PALLADINO 
 
TITLES AND END CREDITS BY 
ROB BAGZIS 
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LEGAL COUNSEL 
ALEXANDER MURPHY JR. ESQ. 
 
ALEXANDER J. MURPHY, ESQ 
 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR 
MESHELLE DIMENT 
 
1ST ASSISTANT CAMERA 
KEVIN AKERS 
 
2ND ASSISTANT CAMERA 
CHRIS THARP 
 
STEDICAM OPERATOR 
TONY FARESTA 
 
ADDITIONAL 2ND ASSISTANT CAMERA 
EDDIE DIAZ 
 
ADDITIONAL 2ND ASSISTANT CAMERA 
JEREMY MALDONADO 
 
KEY MAKEUP AND KEY HAIR 
BRITTANI FERNANDEZ 
 
KEY MAKEUP AND KEY HAIR 
KATIE RUSSO 
 
HAIR AND MAKE UP ASSISTANT 
SARAH E. CAMINO 
 
ADDITIONAL  HAIR AND MAKE UP 
JAMES RICH 
 
GAFFER 
JANICE PEARSON 
 
BEST BOY ELECTRIC 
NICHOLAS V EMANUELE 
 
ELECTRIC 
KEVIN MORRIS 
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ELECTRIC 
NICK MORRIS 
 
ELECTRIC 
MARIO COLLI 
 
ELECTRIC 
MATT DODGE 
 
ELECTRIC 
CASEY STEWART 
 
STUNT COORDINATOR 
GRADY BISHOP 
 
STUNT COORDINATOR 
ANDREW HARRIS 
 
STUNT UTILITY 
LORI A. MORRELL 
 
KEY GRIP 
TRAVIS BELL 
 
BEST BOY GRIP 
JOSEPH OLANDESE 
 
GRIP 
NICK COLVIN 
 
GRIP 
COREY BLACK 
 
GRIP 
GLENN BAIN 
 
GRIP 
NICK MASTROGIOANNI 
 
GRIP 
TERRANCE LOFTON JR. 
 
ADDITIONAL GRIP 
BRIAN J. WEEKS 
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SOUND 
KEVIN TEITELBAUM 
 
ADDITIONAL SOUND 
JAVIER SEPULVEDA 
 
SOUND MIXER/BOOOM OPERATOR 
ANGEL TIRADO 
 
BOOM OPERATOR 
LORNE JONES 
 
RERECORDING MIXER 
EVAN FRANKFORT 
 
ADR RECORDING ENGINEER 
ERIK SCHUITEN 
 
SET PHOTOGRAPHER 
WILLIAM HUNG 
 
ASSISTANT TO MS. FELDSHUH 
SEBASTIAN MONTOYA 
 
ASSISTANT TO MS. LOPEZ 
JAKE WEISMAN 
 
KEY PRODUCITON ASSISTANT 
JAVIER SEPULVEDA 
 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
REIGH CASIMIR 
 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
JANUARY REALISTA 
 
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
CASSIE RICHARDSON 
 
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
DAID SCHUNK 
 
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
DIONTE BROWN 
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ADDITIONAL CASTING 
ALIX DUGGINS 
 
CATERING 
CHEF DALE PYLE 
 
SOUS CHEF 
JUSTO RIVERA 
 
SOUS CHEF 
ASHLEY KNOWLES 
 
BEHIND THE SCENES DOCUMENTARY CREW 
RYAN SHOVEY 
 
Digital Intermediate and Mastering by Local Hero Post 
 
 
DI PRODUCER 
DOUG FOX 
 
DI PRODUCER 
LEANDRO MARINI  
 
ONLINE EDITOR  
MARY LIZ THOMPSON 
 
DI COLORIST 
LEANDRO MARINI 
 
ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR 
RUSSELL HOLSAPPLE 
 
SCORING MIXER 
DAVID CHAMBERLIN 
 
VIOLIN SOLOIST AND CONCERTMASTER 
DEBORAH VUKOITZ 
 
VIOLIN 
JOSH ESTRADA 
 
VIOLIN 
LISA LHEE 
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VIOLIN 
GAIL CRUZZ 
 
VIOLA 
KAREN ELAINE 
 
CELLO 
KEVAN TORFEH 
 
CELLO 
GLENN GRABB 
 
CELLO 
TINA GUO 
 
Score Recorded at DBW PRODUCTIONS WOODLAND HILLS, CALIFORNIA 
 
 
BACKGROUND PLAYERS 
 
SHARON JOHNSON 
 
MONIQUE BABAJKO 
 
AMANDA PILLING 
 
TANIA ZOI BABAJKO 
 
MARISA GREGORY 
 
TOMMY CHAPPELL 
 
NICK JOHNSON 
 
BERNABE CARRIERA 
 
LUCILLE STOUT 
 
JAMES RICH 
 
AND JAMES HARRELL 
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THE PRODUCERS WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS THEIR GRATITUDE TO 
 
RALPH CLEMENTE 
 
RANDY FINCH  
 
DANNY DANEAU  
 
GABRIEL, DAISY, Y NICOLAS  
 
and JAMES HARRELL  
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Solange Morales  
Eric Ernst  
Erik Schuiten  
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Phil Peters  
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Video Equipment Rentals  
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APPE NDI X F : C A L L SH E E TS 
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APPE NDI X G : PR O DU C T I O N R EPO R TS 
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APPE NDI X I : C AST SA MPL E C O N T R A C T 
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APPE NDI X J: A T M OSPH E R E C O N T R A C T 
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APPE NDI X K : L O C A T I O N A G R E E M E N TS 
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PRIMARY LOCATION: NURSING HOME 
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APPE NDI X L : INSUR A N C E C E R T I F I C A T E 
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APPE NDI X M: SC R E E N A C T O RS G UI L D A G R E E M E N T 
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APPE NDI X N: L I C E NSIN G A G R E E M E N TS 
 273 
The producers of the picture are unable to provide licensing agreements at this time. Such 
agreements are currently being negotiated and will be executed after the submission of 
this thesis.  
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APPE NDI X O : PA Y R O L L C O N T R A C T 
 275 
The producers of the picture are unable to include the payroll contract at this time. Such 
contract contains proprietary information and is subject to the legal ownership of the 
payroll company, EP (Entertainment Partners). 
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APPE NDI X P: A T T O RN E Y C O N T R A C T 
 277 
The attorney that represents the picture under the company Baker Productions LLC, 
Alexander Murphy Jr., esquire and the producers of the picture signed a confidentiality 
agreement that prohibits the disclosure of the terms of his contract. Therefore this 
agreement will not be included as part of the written thesis in order to comply with such 
terms. 
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APPE NDI X Q : SA MPL E O N E SH E E T 
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Image provided by Dreamstime.com, © Vinicius Tupinamba / Dreamstime.com
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